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Abstract
The guiding principle underlying most approaches to similarity-based reasoning
(SBR) is the common idea that ‘‘similar causes bring about similar eects’’. We propose
a probabilistic framework of SBR which is based on a formal model of this assumption.
This model, called a similarity profile, provides a probabilistic characterization of the
similarity relation between observed cases (instances). A probabilistic approach seems
reasonable since it adequately captures the heuristic (and hence uncertain) nature of the
above hypothesis. Taking the concept of a similarity profile as a point of departure, we
develop an inference scheme in which instance-based evidence is represented in the form
of belief functions. The combination of evidence derived from individual cases can then
be considered as a problem of information fusion. In this connection, we also address
the problem of rating individual cases, and of modulating their influence on the pre-
diction which is finally derived. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Similarity; Instance-based reasoning; Case-based reasoning; Probabilistic
modeling; Belief functions; Information fusion
1. Introduction
The cognitive concept of similarity and the related everyday finding that – at
least more often than not – similar causes bring about similar eects provide
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the basis of many formal methods of machine learning and automated (in-
ductive) reasoning. A typical example is case-based reasoning (CBR), a problem
solving methodology built upon the hypothesis that ‘‘similar problems have
similar solutions’’ [36]. For reasons of generality, we shall express assumptions
of this kind by saying that ‘‘similar situations have similar outcomes/results’’.
This hypothesis will be referred to as the SBR hypothesis throughout the paper,
where SBR stands for similarity-based reasoning.
Needless to say, the SBR hypothesis is of heuristic nature. It should not be
considered as a deterministic rule which is universally valid, but rather as a
‘‘rule of thumb’’ which can fail for certain applications. It is hence not as-
tonishing that approaches such as CBR are often criticized for their ad hoc
character. Even though CBR proved to be successful in practice, this criticism
can be understood from a theoretical point of view. In fact, many methods of
SBR seem to lack a sound theoretical basis. In particular, the SBR hypothesis
itself is often used in a more or less implicit way and without testing its validity
for the application at hand.
A major concern of this paper is to make a step toward a formal foundation
of SBR. To this end, we shall propose an explict model of the SBR hypothesis,
thus continuing recent work on the formalization of SBR [15–17,22,43]. Pro-
ceeding from this model, an inference scheme is developed in which SBR is
realized within a probabilistic framework. More precisely, our model suggests
to represent case-based evidence in the form of belief functions characterizing
the unknown outcome of a new situation.
In [30,31], we have proposed a formalization which proceeds from a con-
straint-based interpretation of the SBR hypothesis, according to which the
similarity of situations imposes a constraint on the similarity of associated
outcomes in the form of a lower bound. This approach allows one to derive a
set-valued prediction of the outcome of a new situation, i.e., a set of possible
results. By also providing a measure of confidence of such a prediction, the
method does principally free SBR from its ad hoc character. Loosely speaking,
it only makes those (similarity-based) inferences which are indeed justified (at a
certain level of confidence).
This paper develops a probabilistic generalization of the aforementioned
approach. A probabilistic formalization seems particularly suitable, since it
emphasizes the heuristic nature of SBR. In fact, a more appropriate description
of the SBR hypothesis is to say that ‘‘similar situations are (at most) likely to
have similar outcomes’’. Particularly, this principle still allows for ‘‘exceptions
to the (SBR) rule’’. Let us consider a simple example in order to illustrate this
idea.
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a 30 30 grid which is thought of as encoding a
‘‘fuzzy’’ concept. Each instance is identified by the coordinates of a grid point.
An instance is a positive example (with membership degree 1) if it belongs to
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the concept, and a negative example (with membership degree 0) if it does not.
However, it can also have a membership degree of 1/2, indicating that it be-
longs ‘‘more or less’’ to the concept. In connection with the (classification)
problem of predicting membership degrees of instances we might take ad-
vantage of the SBR hypothesis, suggesting that instances ‘‘close’’ to each other
have ‘‘similar’’ degrees of membership. Consider, for instance, the prediction
task which is also illustrated in Fig. 1. The observation of some of the sur-
rounding instances will obviously have an eect on our belief concerning the
membership of the new instance which is marked by a cross. However, even if
intuitively justified, the SBR assumption is actually not valid, at least if taken
literally. In fact, there are many pairs of closely located instances having
(maximally dierent) membership degrees of 0 and 1, respectively. The im-
portant point, however, is the observation that the hypothesis holds true for
most of the examples and, hence, could still support the aforementioned pre-
diction task.
The focus of this paper is on similarity-based prediction or similarity-based
inference (SBI). In fact, our approach is closely related to (lazy) machine
learning algorithms, particularly those which are derivatives of the k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) classifier [11], such as, e.g., instance-based learning (IBL) [4].
The main task of SBI is to exploit experience in the form of a memory of
previously observed cases (instances) in order to predict or characterize the
outcome of a new situation. Apart from this, an SBR method might involve
Fig. 1. Illustration of the fuzzy concept of Example 1 (left): A black circle corresponds to a positive
example, a white circle to a negative one, and a black and white circle indicates a membership
degree of 1=2. Right: Illustration of a prediction task.
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additional aspects, of course. In the context of CBR, for instance, SBI does
not cover the complete process of problem solving, i.e., the process of ulti-
mately finding a solution, but only constitutes the first part thereof. Typically,
the characterization of a solution provided via SBI will be utilized by (ad-
aptation) methods applied in subsequent stages of the overall problem solving
procedure.
The paper is organized as follows: The basic framework of our probabilistic
approach to SBI is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose to look at
observed cases as individual information sources and to consider SBI as a
problem of information fusion. Based on this interpretation, a concrete method
for processing case-based evidence is discussed. Section 4 touches on the idea of
rating individual cases based on their contribution to the prediction task. The
paper concludes with a summary and some remarks in Section 5.
2. A probabilistic framework of similarity-based inference
Within our framework, the primitive concept of a case (sample, observation,
instance, . . .) is defined as a tuple consisting of a situation and an associated
result or outcome. A situation as well as a result is often characterized by means
of a certain set of attributes. However, we do not make special assumptions
concerning the description of a case, i.e., other types of representation might be
used as well.
Definition 1 (SBI setup). An SBI setup is a 6-tuple
R  S; lS;R;u; rS; rR;Mh i;
where S is a finite set of situations endowed with a probability measure lS
(defined on 2S), R is a set of results, and the function u : S! R assigns
(unique) results to situations. The functions rS : SS! 0; 1 and
rR : RR! 0; 1 define (reflexive, symmetric, and normalized) similarity
measures over the set of situations and the set of results, respectively. M is a
finite memory
M  hs1; r1i; hs2; r2i; . . . ; hsn; rni  1
of cases c  hs;usi 2SR. 1 We denote by
DS : rSs; s0 j s; s0 2 S
 	  0; 1;
DR : rRus;us0 j s; s0 2S
 	  0; 1
1 We shall use the term ‘‘SBI setup’’ also without having defined a fixed memory, in which case it
actually refers to the 5-tuple hS;lS;R;u;rS;rRi.
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the sets of actually attained similarity degrees rSs; s0 and rRr; r0, respec-
tively. 2
A few remarks concerning Definition 1 are in order. The probability mea-
sure lS models the occurrence of situations.
3 Thus, we assume the situations
resp. the associated cases which constitute the memory M to be chosen re-
peatedly and independently according to lS.
4 This kind of statistical as-
sumption (on the distribution of training sets) is typical of machine learning
methods. 5 It is less restrictive than it might appear and should, therefore, not
be overrated. Admittedly, the independence assumption is often not completely
satisfied in practice. In many cases, however, it applies at least approximately.
Anyway, let us mention that the methods in subsequent sections can principally
be developed without the assumption of independence. It is also not necessary
to make explicit assumptions about the probability measure lS in connection
with these methods.
Example 2. The following SBI setup, which we refer to as R1 and to which we
shall return occasionally, defines a formalization of Example 1: A situation
s 2 S corresponds to an instance which is identified by its row index and
column index, i.e., S  fı; | j 16 ı; |6 30g. Let lS be the uniform measure
over S. The set of results, R, is given by the membership degrees f0; 1=2; 1g,
i.e., us defines the degree of membership of the instance s in the fuzzy con-
cept. Let
rS ı; |; ı0; |0
ÿ : max 0; 1 ÿ 1=7 maxfjıÿ ı0j; j|ÿ |0jg	
for all ı; |; ı0; |0 2 S. Moreover, rR is defined as r; r0 7! 1ÿ jr ÿ r0j.
Of course, the assumption of a functional relation between situations and
outcomes does not imply that a result is known as soon as the situation is
characterized. For example, let situations correspond to instances of a class of
combinatorial optimization problems [28]. Moreover, define the result associ-
ated with a situation as the (unique) optimal solution to the respective problem.
Deriving this solution from the description of the problem might involve a
computationally complex process. In fact, one might also think of examples
where the mapping u is not even computable. In this connection, we consider
2 Observe that cardS 2 N implies the same to be true for the sets R;DR;DS.
3 We suppose without loss of generality that lSs  lSfsg > 0 for all s 2S.
4 M is hence a sequence of not necessarily dierent cases.
5 In computational learning theory, for instance, the probably approximately correct (PAC)
learning model assumes training examples drawn at random according to an unknown, but fixed,
probability distribution.
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SBI as a method which supports the overall process of problem solving by
predicting the result associated with a certain situation. To this end, SBI per-
forms according to the SBR principle: It exploits the experience represented by
precedent cases to which it ‘‘applies’’ background knowledge in the form of the
heuristic SBR hypothesis.
Definition 2 (SBI problem). An SBI problem is a tuple hR; s0i consisting of an
SBI setup R and a new situation s0 2S. 6 The task is to predict the result
r0  us0 associated with s0. To this end, the information provided by R
(essentially the similarity measures and the observed cases) is to be exploited
against the background of the SBR hypothesis.
2.1. Probabilistic similarity profiles
Consider a problem hR; s0i with a memory (1) of cases. According to our
probabilistic approach to modeling the occurrence of situations, the sequence
s1; . . . ; sn; s0 can be seen as the realization of a random sequence of situations
T  S1; . . . ; Sn; S0 which is characterized by the probability measure lT,
where T Sn1. Our assumption of independence entails
lT  lSn1: lS 
 lS 
    
 lS|{z}
n1 times
: 2
This measure defines the (discrete) probability space Sn1; lSn1 underly-
ing the SBI problem. Note that the memoryM in (1) is distributed according to
lSRn, where lSRs; r  lSs if r  us and lSRs; r  0 otherwise.
In accordance with the SBR hypothesis, SBI is particularly concerned with
modeling the (similarity) relation between pairs of cases. Thus, we shall pay
special attention to (2) with n  1. The more general case n > 1 and the related
problem of combining (uncertain) evidence obtained from dierent cases will
be discussed in Section 3.
Consider a random tuple S; S0 2 SS of situations. The random vari-
able Z  X ; Y , with X  rSS; S0 being the similarity of the situations, and
Y  rRuS;uS0 denoting the similarity of the associated outcomes, is then
defined on the probability space SS; lS 
 lS as the mapping
s; s0 7! rSs; s0; rRus;us0
ÿ 
:
Let lZ: ZlS 
 lS be the induced probability distribution on DS  DR and
define lX on DS and lY on DR in the same way. We also use notations such as
X  x for events Xÿ1x and lY jXx : Y lS 
 lS j Xÿ1x to denote
6 Again, it should be noted that the mapping u is not known, even though it is part of the SBI
setup. Otherwise, the SBI problem would be trivial.
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corresponding conditional probabilities. Besides, we use the same symbol for a
probability measure and the related distribution, i.e., we write lSs rather
than lSfsg.
Definition 3 (Probabilistic similarity profile). Consider an SBI setup R and let
PDR denote the class of probability measures over DR. 7 The function
HR : DS ! PDR; x 7!lY jXx
is called the probabilistic similarity profile (PSP) of R.
Example 3. The probabilistic similarity profile of the SBI setup R1, as defined in
Example 2, is shown in Table 1.
The PSP HR can be seen as the ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the system S;R;u at the
‘‘similarity level’’. For each degree of similarity x 2 DS, it specifies the prob-
ability distribution lY jXx of the similarity of results, i.e., of the random
variable Y, given that the similarity of two situations is x. It thus gives a precise
meaning to the assumption that ‘‘similar situations are likely to have similar
outcomes’’. In fact, it clarifies the meaning of ‘‘likely’’ in terms of probability
distributions and depicts its dependency on the similarity of situations.
A PSP is a global probabilistic model of a similarity structure in the sense
that it applies in the same manner to all (pairs of) cases. The stronger the
similarity structure is developed, the more information this model provides. In
fact, the PSP conveys a precise idea of the extent to which the SBR hypothesis
holds true for the system under consideration. 8 However, quite often the SBR
assumption will not be satisfied equally well for all parts of the instance space
SR. 9 This can already be grasped from Fig. 1, where some regions are
obviously more ‘‘critical’’ than others. In such situations, the PSP might be
7 PX stands for PX; 2X, the class of probability measures over the measurable space X; 2X,
if X is countable.
Table 1
Probabilistic similarity profile of the setup R1 (cf. Example 3)
x 0 1/7 2/7 3/7 4/7 5/7 6/7 1
lY jXx0 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.00
lY jXx1=2 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.34 0.00
lY jXx1 0.42 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.58 0.62 0.64 1.00
8 This quantification might be carried even further by considering information measures for the
probability distributions associated with a PSP (cf. Section 4).
9 In a game playing context, for instance, the SBR principle hardly applies to certain ‘‘tactical’’
situations [45].
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misleading in the sense that it pretends too much information for the critical
regions but too little for those regions where the SBR assumption holds fairly.
One possibility of avoiding this problem is to partition the set S of situa-
tions and to derive respective local approximations. 10 However, since u is
generally unknown, the definition of such a partition will not always be ob-
vious, all the more if S is non-numerical. Here, we consider a second possi-
bility, namely that of associating an individual similarity profile with each case
in the memory. This approach is to some degree comparable to the use of local
metrics in kNN algorithms and instance-based learning, e.g., metrics which
allow feature weights to vary as a function of the instance [2,24,46,51]. It leads
us to introduce the concept of a local similarity profile.
Definition 4 (Local probabilistic similarity profile). Consider a setup R and a
fixed situation s 2 S and let S0 be distributed according to lS. Moreover, let
Xs  rSs; S0, Ys  rRus;uS0. The local probabilistic similarity profile
associated with s, or s-PSP, is defined as
H sR : DS ! PDR; x 7!lYsjXsx:
A collection HMR  fH sR j hs;usi 2Mg of local profiles is called a local
M-PSP.
One verifies that the (global) PSP (cf. Definition 3) is a (pointwise) weighted
average of the local profiles associated with individual cases:
8x 2 DS : HRx /
X
s2S
as; x  H sRx; 3
where HR denotes the PSP of a setup R and HsR is the local PSP associated
with s 2S. Moreover, as; x  lSs  XslSx for all s 2 S, where
Xs : S! DS denotes the mapping s0 7!rSs; s0.
2.2. Probabilistic similarity hypotheses
Needless to say, knowledge about the PSP of a setup R will generally be
incomplete. This motivates the related concept of a similarity hypothesis, which
is thought of as an approximation of a PSP. It can hence be seen as an ex-
pression of the SBR hypothesis at a formal level.
Definition 5 (Stochastic dominance). Let X  0; 1 and denote by PX;A the
class of probability measures over the measurable space X;A. The decu-
mulative distribution function of l 2 PX;A is defined as
10 This idea is related to the one of feature space partitioning in classification [12].
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Gl : 0; 1 ! 0; 1; x 7!lX \ x; 1:
A probability measure l is said to dominate a measure l0 stochastically, l0  l,
if Gl0 6Gl.
Definition 6 (Similarity hypothesis). A (probabilistic) similarity hypothesis is
identified by a function H : DS ! PDR. A hypothesis H 0 is called stronger
than H if Hx  H 0x for all x 2 DS and if H 0x0  Hx0 for at least one
x0 2 DS. A local M-hypothesis is a collection HM of hypotheses
Hs : DS ! PDR related to cases hs;usi 2M.
Maintaining a local M-similarity hypothesis, HM, seems particularly rea-
sonable if only selected cases are stored in the memory M, i.e., if M does not
change frequently, or even remains unchanged over time. In this case, the es-
timation of local hypotheses Hs is practicable, even though it might be more
complex from a computational point of view and will generally require more
data than the (reliable) estimation of a global profile. Note that, when storing a
new case hs; ri in the memory, a global hypothesis H can reasonably serve as a
prior estimation of HsR. This estimation is then adapted to s by means of further
observations afterwards.
A similarity hypothesis can originate from dierent sources. Firstly, a family
fHx j x 2 DSg of probability measures might express a purely heuristic
quantification of the SBR assumption. The latter is often formulated more
strictly than at the beginning of Section 1: ‘‘The more similar two situations are,
the more similar are the associated outcomes’’. In order to depict the meaning
of this formulation, the above family of measures should define a strict simi-
larity hypothesis, i.e., a hypothesis H such that
8x; x0 2 DS : x < x0 ) Hx  Hx0:
Secondly, it is a natural idea to consider the acquisition of hypotheses as a
problem of similarity-based learning, i.e., to learn hypotheses from observed
(pairs of) cases. This way, SBI combines instance-based learning, which es-
sentially corresponds to the collection of (selected) cases, and model-based
learning, namely the learning of similarity hypotheses.
An ecient learning algorithm for the constraint-based approach in [30] has
been proposed in [31]. Within the probabilistic setting of this section, the
learning of hypotheses comes down to estimating a class of probability dis-
tributions, and can hence be considered in the context of statistical inference. 11
In fact, learning a PSP corresponds to the problem of learning a class
11 Interestingly enough, a Bayesian approach can be used for combining the two aforementioned
approaches: Taking a heuristic estimation as a point of departure, a hypothesis is improved in the
light of observed data.
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flY jXx 2 PDR j x 2 DSg 4
of (conditional) probability distributions, or a joint distribution lZ over
DS  DR from which the distributions (4) can be derived.
Consider a memory M of n cases hsk; rki 16 k6 n. This memory defines an
independent instance sample, i.e., a sample of instances drawn at random from
SR. The data underlying the estimation of the PSP is then given by the set
of similarity relations
X  xı|; yı| j 1

6 ı6 |6 n
	
;
where xı|; yı|  rSsı; s|; rRrı; r|. Of course, the adequacy of an estimation
method is rather problem-specific, i.e., dierent applications will generally call
for dierent (parametric or non-parametric) methods. Since the estimation of
probability distributions is by now a well-developed subfield of statistics, we
are not going to deepen this topic here.
Concerning the specification of similarity hypotheses, let us conclude this
section with a final remark. Given the similarity of two situations, x, it might
appear natural to specify the probability that the associated outcomes are at
least y-similar, rather than exactly y-similar. This amounts to defining a
probability distribution on the (nested) set structure
Ry  fy0 2 DR j y 0P yg y 2 DR: 5
This approach has been pursued in [19], where the resulting random set structure
provides the basis of a formalization of SBI within the framework of possibility
theory. Besides, it should be noted that the specification of probabilities PrY 
y j X  x is formally equivalent to the definition of probabilities PrY P y j
X  x as soon as the distribution function y 7!lY jXxy is non-decreasing.
In fact, by taking the events (5) as a point of departure one makes the as-
sumption that the distribution functions y 7!lY jXxy are non-decreasing for
all x 2 DS (which restricts the definition of a similarity hypothesis corre-
spondingly). 12 Therefore, the resulting probabilistic model is less expressive.
For example, it does not allow one to express that dissimilar situations prob-
ably have dissimilar outcomes, a supposition which is often justified in practice.
Likewise, it is not possible to model the fact that the similarity of outcomes is
supposed to be either similar or not similar (say, that something ‘‘extreme’’ will
happen), but that similarity degrees in-between are less likely.
2.3. An outline of similarity-based inference
A similarity profile as well as a similarity hypothesis relate degrees of sim-
ilarity to one another: Given the similarity of two situations, they conclude on
12 Note that this assumption is not true for x  0 in our example (cf. Table 1).
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the similarity of the related outcomes. Thus, the similarity relations between
observed cases constitute the principal information from which a similarity-
based inference scheme proceeds. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 7 (Similarity structure, outcome structure). Let R be an SBI setup, M
the associated memory (1) of cases, and s0 a new situation. The similarity
structure of the SBI problem hR; s0i is defined by the similarity profile HR resp.
a corresponding hypothesis H together with the similarity structure
SSTM; s0: zı|
  xı|; yı| j 16 ı < |6 n	 [ x| j 1 6 |6 n	
of the extended memory M ; s0, where xı|  rSsı; s|, yı|  rRrı; r|, and
x|  rSs0; s|. We shall generally assume the similarity profile HR resp. the
hypothesis H to be fixed and simply call SSTM; s0 the similarity structure of
hR; s0i. The outcome structure is defined by
OSTM; s0: SSTM; s0 [ frı j 16 ı6 ng:
As opposed to the similarity structure, the outcome structure hence includes
information about the outcomes observed so far.
The similarity and outcome structure of an SBI problem can be illustrated
by means of a graph, where nodes and edges carry information about cases and
their similarity relations, respectively. For example, Fig. 2 (left) illustrates the
outcome structure for M  h3; 14; 1=2i; h4; 17; 1=2i and s0  5; 17 in
connection with the SBI setup R1 defined in Example 2.
Within the probabilistic setting of Section 2.1, the similarity structure of an
SBI problem can be considered as a random variable
M; s0 7! ZS  SSTM; s0
defined over the probability space Sn1; lSn1. Likewise, the outcome
structure can be seen as a random variable ZO, the distribution of which can be
derived from the measure (2). The fact that the information used within the
process of SBI can be seen as data emerging from a well-defined stochastic
Fig. 2. Illustration of the outcome structures occuring in Example 4: Nodes represent cases and are
labeled with associated outcomes. Edges are labeled with similarity degrees between cases (situa-
tions and outcomes).
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process allows for relating SBI to probabilistic reasoning. At the same time,
this framework makes the application of methods from statistical inference
within the context of similarity-based reasoning possible. Corresponding
methods can be used, e.g., for estimating parameters of (parameterized) simi-
larity hypotheses.
Example 4. Let M  h3; 14; 1=2i; h4; 17; 1=2i and s0  5; 17 (cf. Fig. 2).
The unknown outcome r0  us0 can then be considered as a random variable
R0, and a prediction can be obtained in the form of a conditional probability
distribution: For a certain value r 2 R we have
PrR0  r j OSTM; s0  lS 
 lS 
 lSS2lS 
 lS 
 lSS1
; 6
where S1;S2  SSS are the sets of triples of instances which
are compatible (i.e., which can be ‘‘matched’’) with the first and the sec-
ond structure in Fig. 2, respectively. This way, we obtain the following prob-
abilities:
Note that we have derived this result by means of a simple enumeration of the
sets S1 and S2. Of course, this kind of inference is not in line with the idea of
SBR. Besides, the information provided by a PSP does not permit the (exact)
derivation of probabilities which condition on the complete outcome structure.
As will be seen below, the probabilistic approach to SBI will generally result in
approximations of these probabilities.
Now, consider an SBI problem hR; s0i, and let H be a hypothesis related to
the similarity profile HR. Moreover, let hs; ri be a case from the memory M.
Knowing the similarity of situations, x  rSs; s0, the hypothesis H allows for
characterizing the (unknown) similarity of outcomes, rRr; r0, by means of the
random variable Y  Hx. At this point, two characteristic properties of SBI
become obvious. Firstly, SBI is indirect in the sense that predictions of out-
comes are only obtained in a second step from predictions of similarity degrees
which are derived first. This necessitates the transformation of distributions on
DR into distributions on R. Secondly, SBI is local in the sense that a PSP
supports the derivation of predictions from single cases. Given a memory of
several cases, this calls for the combination of probabilistic evidence obtained
from individual observations. The transformation as well as the combination
of evidence will be discussed in Section 3.
Fig. 3 provides an overview of the probabilistic approach to SBI.
Essentially, this approach realizes a process of probabilistic reasoning in
r 0 1=2 1
PrR0  r jZO  zO 0.319 0.566 0.115
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similarity space, 13 plus respective transformations between the instance level
and the similarity level:
• In a first step, the problem hR; s0i is characterized at the similarity level by
means of its similarity structure. In fact, the profile HR and the structure
ZS can be seen as the respective ‘‘image’’ of the system S;R;u and the (ex-
tended) memory M; s0 under the transformation defined by the similarity
measures rS and rR. This mapping realizes a projection from an often
high-dimensional (and non-numeric) instance space SR into the two-di-
mensional similarity space DS  DR, which is usually more accessible to an-
alytical methods. Still, this projection is not (information-)theoretically
justified as is, say, principal components analysis in statistics. Rather, it is
guided by the heuristic assumption that the similarity structure of the prob-
lem hR; s0i represents useful information which is contained (implicitly) in
the similarity measures.
• The similarity structure ZS plays the role of the statistical data in the SBI
process. Moreover, the hypothesis H defines the stochastic model which ex-
plains the occurence of such structures and which underlies the reasoning
process. In a second step, SBI makes use of this model and the given data
in order to derive a (probabilistic) characterization of the unknown outcome
us0. This characterization, which corresponds to a probability measure
l 2 PDR resp. a class C of such measures, is implicit in the sense that it
is expressed in terms of similarity degrees, i.e., it does not refer to the result
us0 itself.
• Finally, the (probabilistic) information about similarity degrees has to be in-
terpreted in the light of observed outcomes. That is, it has to be transformed
into information at the instance level. In Fig. 3, this transformation is
Fig. 3. Illustration of the probabilistic approach to similarity-based inference.
13 This contrasts with other probabilistic approaches to similarity-based inference [40,61] which
do generally use a more implicit model of the SBR principle.
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indicated by the (pseudo-)inverse mapping rÿ1R .
14 It will be discussed in
more detail in subsequent sections.
Realizing a transformation from the (high-dimensional) instance space into
the similarity space does not mean that SBI leaves any information out of
account: The information available at the instance level (e.g., attribute values
of instances) is utilized when computing degrees of similarity. In fact, passing
from the complete description of instances to degrees of similarity is common
to all inference schemes based on the Nearest Neighbor (NN) principle, and
simply corresponds to an intermediate step of the complete inference proce-
dure. It is a major assumption of this principle that similarity degrees rep-
resent the essential information in a condensed form. Observe, however, that
our method does not only consider similarity degrees. In fact, it uses an
additional concept, namely the similarity profile which provides an explicit
model of the (otherwise implicitly used) NN principle. This way, SBI com-
bines instance-based and model-based reasoning: Given a new query, each
instance provides a prediction by making use of a model in the form of a
similarity hypothesis.
It is worth mentioning that a probabilistic formalization of similarity-
based inference can also be seen as a step toward an extended (probabilistic)
approach to statistical reasoning. Classical statistical methods are principally
based on the same kind of experience as SBR, namely a sequence of obser-
vations. As a decisive dierence, however, let us mention that statistical
methods generally concentrate on the probability distribution of the respec-
tive random variables directly and assume these random variables to be
identically distributed. In other words, observations are generated under
identical conditions. The occurrence of observations is explained by making
assumptions about the data-generating process, and conclusions about this
process are drawn from the frequency of observed cases. As opposed to this,
SBR assumes observations to be generated under conditions which are at
most similar, i.e., it takes dierent data-generating processes into account.
Loosely speaking, it assumes only similarly instead of identically distributed
random variables. This becomes especially apparent within the generalized
(non-deterministic) SBI framework proposed in [29], where a situation does
not determine a unique outcome (as assumed in this section). Rather, it de-
termines the distribution of a random variable, i.e., an individual probability
distribution is associated with each situation. A similarity hypothesis (ex-
pressing that similar situations induce similar distributions) establishes a re-
lationship between these distributions, which in turn allows for making a
connection between outcomes from dierent data-generating processes. Thus,
similarity-based inference does not only make statistical assumptions about a
14 The image of a probability measure under this transformation, characterized by the
(generalized) uncertainty measure g in Fig. 3, is not necessarily a probability measure.
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data-generating processes itself, but also about the relation between several
(similar) processes. 15 This way, it combines the concepts of frequency and
similarity.
3. Processing similarity-based evidence
3.1. Cases as information sources
The combination of probabilistic evidence in connection with SBI can be
considered in a more general context, namely the parallel combination of in-
formation sources. The problem of combining concurrent pieces of (uncertain)
evidence arises in many fields, such as, e.g., robotics (sensor fusion) or
knowledge-based systems (expert opinion pooling), and it has been dealt with
in a probabilistic setting [23,26] as well as alternative uncertainty frameworks
[6,8,21,33]. The combination of evidence derived from individual cases is
perhaps best compared to that of expert opinion pooling. That is, each (ob-
served) case is seen as an expert, and its prediction of the unknown outcome of
the new situation is interpreted as an expert statement. 16 The task is to syn-
thesize these statements.
A general framework for the parallel combination of information sources
which seems suitable for our purpose has been introduced in [25]. A basic
concept within this framework is that of an imperfect specification: Let X de-
note a (finite) set of alternatives consisting of all possible states of an object
under consideration and let x0 2 X be the actual (but unknown) state. An
imperfect specification of x0 is a tuple C  c; pC, where C is a (finite) set of
specification contexts, c is a function C ! 2X, and pC is a probability measure
over C. 17 The problem of combining evidence is then defined as generating one
imperfect specification C from n imperfect specifications C1; . . . ;Cn, issued by n
dierent information sources.
From a semantical point of view, a specification context c 2 C can be seen as
a physical or observation-related frame condition, and cc is the (most spe-
cific) characterization of x0 that can be provided by the information source in
the context c. The value pCc can be interpreted as an (objective or subjective)
probability of selecting c as a true context. An imperfect specification is thus
15 It is worth mentioning that assumptions of this kind have implicitly been made for a long time,
e.g., when assuming that a family of probability density functions fh depends continuously on the
parameter ( situation) h [10].
16 Interestingly enough, this is also in line with an agent-based view of cases as more active,
autonomous entities [27].
17 Formally, an imperfect specification is nothing but a set-valued mapping on a probability
space, a well-known concept in connection with random sets [13,41,59].
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able to model imprecision as well as uncertainty. The probability measure pC
accomplishes the consideration of (probabilistic) uncertainty. Moreover, the
modeling of imprecision becomes possible due to the fact that c is a set-valued
function.
3.2. Transformation of probabilistic evidence
According to the indirect approach realized by SBI, evidence concerning
outcomes is derived in two stages, where the second step consists of translating
evidence concerning similarity degrees, given in the form of probability mea-
sures, into evidence about outcomes (cf. Fig. 3).
Consider a probability measure l over DR which has been derived from a
case hs; ri and which is taken as evidence concerning the similarity between r
and the unknown outcome us0. When interpreting this case as an informa-
tion source C  c; pC, the set of specification contexts is given by the set of
possible similarity degrees y  rSr;us0. That is,
C  DR;
cc  rÿ1R r; c;
pCc  lc;
where
rÿ1R r; c: fr0 2 R j rRr; r0  cg 7
for all c 2 C. The set cc is obviously the most specific restriction of us0 that
can be derived in the context c, i.e., from the assumption that
rRus;us0  c and the fact that us  r.
Let C  c; pC denote the imperfect specification of an unknown outcome
us0 induced by a case hs; ri. It may happen that cc  ; for some c 2 C,
which means that c cannot be a true context, and that C is contradictory [25]. It
is then necessary to replace C by a revised specification C0  c0; pC0 . The latter
is defined by
C0  fc 2 C j cc 6 ;g;
c0c0  cc0;
pC0 c0  k  pCc0
for all c0 2 C0, with k being the normalization factor, i.e.,
1=k 
X
c2C : cc6;
pCc: 8
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Subsequently, the imperfect specification associated with a case hs; ri will
always refer to the already revised specification. 18
Observe that the imperfect specification C thus defined is closely related to
the concept of a mass distribution in the belief function setting [49,55]: Let
m : 2X ! 0; 1 be a mass distribution over a set X, i.e., m;  0 andP
AX mA  1. Moreover, let A  fA1; . . . ;Ang  fA  X j mA > 0g denote
the (finite) set of focal elements. We can then associate an imperfect specifi-
cation C  c; pC with m:
C  fc1; . . . ; cng;
cck  Ak;
pCck  mAk
for all 16 k6 n. The other way round, each imperfect specification C  c; pC
induces an (information-compressed 19) representation in the form of a mass
distribution m, where
mA 
X
c2C : ccA
pCc 9
for all A  X, and mA > 0 for a finite number of focal elements.
By making use of the relation between the mass function (9) and the im-
perfect specification c; pC associated with a case hs;usi, the evidence about
the outcome us0 derived from hs;usi can be represented in the form of a
belief function Bel resp. an associated plausibility function Pl over R, where
BelA 
X
BA
mB; PlA 
X
B\A6;
mB
for all A  R. BelA and PlA define degrees of belief and plausibility that
us0 is an element of A, respectively. These values can also be interpreted as
lower and upper probabilities. Since the imperfect specification and, hence, the
mass distribution associated with hs;usi is derived from the outcome us
and the probability measure HrSs; s0, the above belief (plausibility) func-
tion corresponds to a transformation rÿ1R which is now a mapping
RPDR !FR, where FR denotes, say, the class of normalized un-
certainty measures over R:
Bel  BelH ; s0  rÿ1R us;HrSs; s0 :
This transformation defines a generalization of rÿ1R in (7).
Let C  c; pC be the imperfect specification induced by a case hs;usi. The
application of a generalized insufficient reason principle [55] makes it possible to
18 We disregard cases for which k in (8) is not well-defined.
19 A mass distribution does not define a unique imperfect specification.
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characterize us0 by means of a probability measure Pr over R. The latter is
defined by
PrA:
X
c2C : cc\A6;
pCc  jA \ ccjjccj 10
for all A  R, where jX j denotes the cardinality of the set X. This measure is
also called betting function, a term referring to the use of (10) in the context of
decision making [55].
A generalization of the kNN classifier which is closely related to our ap-
proach has been developed in [14]. In this method, each neighbor xı of a new
query point (pattern) x0 specifies the unknown class c0 2 C of x0 by means of a
belief function Belı resp. an associated mass distribution mı such that
mıfcıg  aı; mıC  1ÿ aı: 11
The weight 0 < aı < 1 expresses the degree of support of the hypothesis c0  cı.
As in our approach, individual predictions are hence specified in terms of
belief functions. Still, let us mention some major dierences. Firstly, (11) as-
signs a positive mass only to the class cı (and to the complete set of classes C).
Thus, an observed case (pattern) can either support its own class – as in the
original NN method – or it can express ignorance by attaching a (larger or
lesser) mass to C. As opposed to this, a case can also support similar outcomes
in our approach. In fact, it might even support outcomes which are quite
dierent from its own result. In this connection, it deserves mentioning that [14]
does not assume a similarity structure over the set C of classes. 20
Secondly, the masses assigned to (sets of) outcomes are derived from an
additional concept in our approach, namely from a model in the form of a
probabilistic similarity profile. In (11), the degree of support aı is assumed to be
a decreasing function of the distance between x0 and xı.
21 Compared to a PSP,
this might be seen as a more restrictive and less flexible model of the SBR
hypothesis.
A further dierence concerns the way of aggregating the predictions induced
by dierent cases. In [14], this is accomplished by means of Dempster’s rule of
combination. We advocate a dierent aggregation method, since we do not
consider the belief functions provided by neighbored cases as distinct pieces of
evidence. This point will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
20 This amounts to defining a f0; 1g-valued similarity measure which takes the value 1 only for
identical classes. A finer gradation is often meaningful if C contains more than two (or even a large
number of) classes.
21 See [64] for an approach to adapting this function in an optimal way.
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3.3. Inference from individual cases
Suppose a new situation s0 2S to be given and let hs;usi be an observed
case (chosen at random according to lSR). Translating probabilistic evidence
referring to degrees of similarity into evidence about outcomes, as outlined in
Section 3.2, leads to a prediction in the form of the belief function
Bel  rÿ1R us;H rSs; s0   12
over the set R of results. As already mentioned above, the transformation rÿ1R
realizes a mapping RPDR !FR and defines a generalization of (7). If
SBI proceeds from a local M-hypothesis, (12) becomes
Bel  rÿ1R us;Hs rSs; s0  : 13
In Section 3.4, we shall discuss the problem of combining several predictions
(12) which have been derived from individual cases of the memory M. Let
us mention, however, that one might also think of selecting merely one
previous case from M for solving a new problem. This strategy, which is
common practice in CBR, obviously avoids any kind of combination
problem. Then, however, the stochastic model underlying the concept of a
PSP does actually not apply since it assumes cases to be chosen at random.
Even though the memory M itself still corresponds to a random sample, a
case is now taken from M, not at random, but according to a specific cri-
terion: The case maximally similar to the new situation is usually considered
the best choice. This selection procedure calls for a slight modification of
Definition 3.
Definition 8 (N1M; s0). Consider a memory M  hs1; r1i; . . . ; hsn; rni and a
situation s0 2 S. The mapping N1 : SRn S!SR is defined by
N1M; s0  s| () 816 ı < | : rSs0; sı < rSs0; s|;8 | < ı6 n : rSs0; sı6 rSs0; s|;

where 16 |6 n.
According to Definition 8, only situations which are maximally similar to s0
are considered. The first among these situations is then selected and returned
by the function N1.
22 Note that N1M; s0 is a random variable will a well-
defined probability distribution.
22 Of course, this selection is arbitrary and can be replaced by other procedures, such as e.g., a
random choice among the most similar cases.
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Definition 9 (n; 1-probabilistic similarity profile). Consider an SBI setup R
with a memory M distributed according to lSRn and let S0 be distributed
according to lS. Moreover, let S N1M; S0, X1  rSS; S0, and Y1 
rRuS;uS0. The function
H n;1R : DS ! PDR; x 7!lY1jX1x
is called the n; 1-probabilistic similarity profile (n; 1-PSP) of the setup R. 23
Thus, H n;1R xy is the probability that rRuS;uS0  y given that
rSS; S0  x, where S0 is a new (random) situation and S is the (first) maxi-
mally similar situation in M.
Now, consider a memory M, a new situation s0 2S, and let H be a hy-
pothesis related to an n; 1-PSP. We can then derive the following counterpart
to (12):
Bel  rÿ1R uN1M; s0;H rSs0;N1M; s0  :
3.4. Combining evidence from several cases
After having discussed the transformation of probabilistic evidence and its
utilization for deriving inference results from an individual case, let us now
turn to the problem of combining evidence from several cases. That is, suppose
we are given n imperfect specifications of the unknown outcome us0, which
have been derived from a memory M containing n cases hs1;us1i; . . . ;
hsn;usni in connection with a probabilistic similarity hypothesis H. The task
shall be to aggregate these (uncertain) pieces of evidence.
3.4.1. The problem of interdependence
Suppose the similarity between us0 and usk to be given by yk, i.e.,
816 k6 n : rRus0;usk  yk: 14
We can then derive the prediction us0 2 buy;Ms0, where y  y1; . . . ; yn and
buy;Ms0: \
16 k6 n
rÿ1R usk; yk: 15
This corresponds to a conjunctive combination of the individual (set-valued)
predictions rÿ1R usk; yk. Within our probabilistic setting, the vector of
similarity degrees is actually a random variable Y  Y1; . . . ; Yn, and the re-
lated prediction (15) can hence be seen as a random set buY ;Ms0.
23 This definition can be seen as a special case of an n; k-PSP k 2 N, supporting the idea of
selecting k maximally similar cases.
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This approach comes down to considering the n cases as one information
source, inducing the imperfect specification C  c; pC, where
C  DRn;
pC  lc;
cc 
\
16 k6 n
rÿ1R usk; ck
16
for all c  c1; . . . ; cn 2 C. The measure l is the joint probability over DRn
characterizing the occurrence of similarity vectors. That is, ly is the proba-
bility of the event (14), where y  y1; . . . ; yn.
Treating n cases as one information source in the sense of (16) is an obvious
way of combining evidence. What makes things dicult, however, is the fact
that the joint probability measure l over DRn and, hence, the probability pC
in (16) are generally not known. It is also not possible to derive this measure
from the information provided by a PSP. The PSP informs us about the
(conditional) distributions of individual similarity degrees, i.e., it specifies the
(unknown) similarity yk between us0 and usk by means of a probability
measure given the similarity of the respective situations: Yk  lY jXrSs0;sk. It is
by no means obvious, however, how to derive the joint measure lY jZS which
takes the information provided by the complete similarity structure into ac-
count. In fact, the random variables Xı|; Yı|;X| 16 ı < |6 n which constitute
the similarity structure are not stochastically independent. For instance, the
similarities Xı| 16 ı < |6 n between the situations in the memory depict
important information about dependency structures which cannot be taken
from a PSP. Needless to say, extending the PSP to a probabilistic model which
provides the required information is generally intractable due to the enormous
number of joint measures lY jZS which would have to be specified.
The aforementioned type of interdependence is already revealed by
Example 4. In fact, one obtains completely dierent sets of ‘‘matching’’ (triples
of) cases S1 and S2 in (6) when ignoring the similarity x12 between the ob-
served cases. However, the problem can also be grasped intuitively. Consider
the two prediction tasks illustrated in Fig. 4. The left and the right picture in
this figure show a partial neighborhood of the instance s10  8; 14 and the
instance s20  24; 3, respectively. Interestingly enough, one obtains the same
individual predictions in both cases and, therefore, the same overall prediction
Fig. 4. Illustration of two prediction tasks.
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when combining them independently. Intuitively, however, the plausibility of
us10  1 seems to be larger than the plausibility of us20  1.
This estimation is of course suggested by the locations of the neighbored
points (s10 is ‘‘surrounded’’ by black points).
24 In a more general context,
where cases are not necessarily points in a Euclidean space, it is just the sim-
ilarity among the observed cases which has an important influence on their
individual contribution to the overall prediction. For example, the increase in
evidence due to the observation of a second case, pointing in the same direction
as a first case, does also depend on the similarity between these two cases. In
fact, the more similar the two situations are, the less astonishing it is that their
outcomes are similar. This follows immediately from the SBR hypothesis itself.
Thus, interdependence of the above type should not be ignored when taking
this hypothesis for granted (as instance-based reasoning methods actually do).
As can be seen, it might not be advisable to consider individual cases as
pieces of evidence which are distinct in the sense of [49,54]. Therefore, we shall
not apply the orthogonal sum operation as proposed by Dempster in order to
combine individual predictions.
3.4.2. Convex combination of evidence
If knowledge about the dependency structure is incomplete, a still reason-
able way of combining evidence is to define the aggregated imperfect specifi-
cation as the convex combination of the individual imperfect specifications
[25]. 25 Let Ck  ck; pCk  denote the imperfect specification associated with the
case hsk;uski, where
Ck  fkg  DR;
ckc  rÿ1R usk; y;
pCk c  lY jXrSs0;sky
for all c  k; y 2 Ck. Thus, an element c  k; y specifies the context in which
the kth case is considered and the similarity between the corresponding out-
come usk and the unknown outcome r0 is given by y. The convex combi-
nation C  c; pC of C1; . . . ;Cn is then defined by
C  C1 [    [ Cn;
cc  ckc;
pCc  ak  pCk c
17
for all c  k; y 2 C, where ak P 0 16 k6 n and a1      an  1.
24 The example becomes especially convincing when thinking of black and white points as places
with cloudy and sunny sky, respectively.
25 Often, other combination modes will actually be more appropriate, e.g., conjunctive or
disjunctive pooling methods. In general, however, such methods assume more knowledge about the
dependency structure or reliability of the information sources.
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Notice that the set of specification contexts in (17) is given by the union of
the individual contexts, whereas it is defined as the product in (16). In fact, the
incomplete specification (17) does not consider combined events (14) since
the probabilities of these events are unknown. Rather, an interpretation of
the convex combination C can be given in terms of the following semantic
model: Since a well-justified combination of the information sources cannot
be accomplished, only one expert (case) is singled out and the corresponding
belief (estimation) is adopted. The selection of the expert is realized by means
of a random choice, where ak is the probability of selecting the kth expert.
The convex combination C can then be seen as the ‘‘expected belief’’ (i.e., the
belief before the choice has been made). The weights ak might be interpreted
as an estimation of the relative reliability or specificity of the information
sources. The question of how to determine these weights will be discussed in
Section 4.
Now, consider an SBI problem hR; s0i. Let mkH ; s0 and BelkH ; s0 denote,
respectively, the mass distribution and belief function induced by the kth case
hsk;uski, which corresponds to the kth specification Ck. That is,
BelkH ; s0  rÿ1R usk;HrSs0; sk ; 18
with H being a hypothesis related to HR. The corresponding functions m and
Bel associated with the convex combination (17) are then given by
mH ;M; s0  a1 m1H ; s0      an mnH ; s0; 19
BelH ;M; s0  a1  Bel1H ; s0      an  BelnH ; s0: 20
In plain words, combining evidence at the instance level comes down to de-
riving the convex combination of the belief functions induced by individual
cases, where the weight of a case depends on characteristics such as similarity,
typicality, or precision. Observe that the global hypothesis H in (20) is replaced
by the local hypotheses associated with the respective cases if SBI proceeds
from a local M-hypotheses HM:
BelHM;M; s0 
Xn
k1
ak  BelkHsk ; s0: 21
Given a setup R with memory M, a prediction (20) can principally be derived
for all situations in S. This way, the similarity-based inference scheme can be
generalized to a ‘‘belief function-valued’’ approximation of u: 26buH ;M : S!FR; s 7! BelH ;M; s:
26 This function corresponds to what is called an extensional concept description in instance-based
learning [4].
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Of course, it is not necessary to derive a prediction (20) for those situations
which have already been observed and are stored inM, since the corresponding
outcome can simply be retrieved from the memory. That is, buH ;M should ac-
tually be defined as
buH ;Ms  Belfusg if hs;usi 2M;BelH ;M; s if hs;usi 62M;

22
where Belfusg is the belief function focused on us: BelfusgA  1 for
A  us and BelfusgA  0 otherwise.
4. Assessment of cases
A problem of practical relevance is the choice of the weights ak in (19) and
(20). As already mentioned above, these weights should reflect the reliability or
quality of the individual information sources. At the same time, the determi-
nation of weights makes it possible to take the problem of interdependence
(cf. Section 3.4.1) into account. This section is meant to suggest concrete cri-
teria for defining the weights. Due to the involved nature of the problem,
however, our results will not go beyond some heuristic approaches.
4.1. Similarity-weighted approximation
In locally weighted approximation [5] and weighted kNN [47], the influence
of an observation is usually determined as a function of its distance to the
query point. Thus, it is assumed that more similar cases are also more reliable
or relevant in the current context. This idea suggests to define weights as
normalized degrees of similarity:
ak  rSs0; skPn
ı1 rSs0; sı
23
if
Pn
ı1 rSs0; sı > 0 and ak  1=n otherwise. Note that (23) might appear
questionable as soon as rSs0; sk  1 for some 16 k6 n. However, when as-
suming that rS is separating in the sense that rSs; s0  1() s  s0 this
means that s0 itself has already been observed. Therefore, the result us0 is
retrieved from the memory according to (22), i.e., the determination of weights
is actually not necessary. If, on the other hand, rS is not separating (and s0 is
not stored in M), it can indeed happen that two completely similar situations
have dierent outcomes. In this case (23) does again make sense.
Example 5. In connection with Example 1, we have derived the prediction (20)
with H  HR for two new situations, namely s10  5; 4 and s20  14; 15. To
this end, we have chosen a memory M of size n  25 at random. Table 2 shows
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values of the associated plausibility functions. As can be seen, the highest
degree of plausibility is assigned to the true outcomes us10  0 and
us20  1=2, respectively. By making use of the local M-PSP HMR , we have also
derived the prediction (21). The corresponding degrees of plausibility are again
shown in Table 2. The results provide a nice illustration of the fact that some
predictions might be more critical than others: The prediction of r20 is obviously
more equivocal than that of r10. In fact, a high degree of plausibility is assigned
to r10  0, whereas r10  1=2 and r10  1 are rather unlikely. In the case of s20 it is
also true that the actual result 1=2 is the most plausible outcome, yet r20  0
and r20  1 are regarded as more or less plausible candidates as well. The dif-
ferent precision of the predictions (see Section 4.2 ) is easily understood by
inspecting Fig. 1: The neighborhood of s10 is obviously more homogeneous
than that of s20.
4.2. More general criteria
In connection with our approach to SBI, a case hsk; rki does not provide a
simple point estimation, but rather a prediction in the form of a belief function.
When rating a case, the following points have thus to be taken into consid-
eration. Firstly, the correctness of the prediction does not only depend on the
similarity between rk and the new outcome r0. In fact, the ultimate prediction
Belk  BelkH ; s0 results from the combination of two components, namely the
outcome rk and an attached probability measure characterizing the similarity
y  rRr0; rk. That is, rk is not taken directly as an estimate. Rather, it is in-
terpreted in the context of the probabilistic model. Therefore, Belk might
provide a fair prediction even if rk itself does not: If the probabilistic model is
correctly adapted to hsk; rki, Belk will support results which are not similar to rk.
Secondly, a prediction in the form of an uncertainty measure suggests not
only to rate the correctness of an estimation, but also its precision. A prediction
specified by the vacuous belief function (i.e., by the mass distribution m with
mR  1), for instance, might be considered correct, since it makes the true
outcome r0 fully plausible. Yet, it does actually not provide any information
since it causes the same for all other outcomes as well. This problem (of rating
the precision of expert judgements) does also arise in connection with the as-
Table 2
Prediction based on a memory of size n  25 (cf. Example 5)
r  0 r  1=2 r  1
PlHR;M; 5; 4frg 0.61 0.36 0.03
PlHR;M; 14; 15frg 0.31 0.39 0.30
PlHMR ;M; 5; 4frg 0.91 0.07 0.02
PlHMR ;M; 14; 15frg 0.37 0.49 0.14
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sessment of human experts which generally specify their incomplete knowledge
in the form of, say, probability or possibility distributions [9,48].
The above considerations suggest to define the weights ak in accordance with
two criteria, namely the correctness and the precision of predictions. As will be
seen, both criteria are in fact closely related: In general, a more precise pre-
diction is – in a specific sense – also more correct. It seems, therefore, rea-
sonable to determine the weight of a case in proportion to the precision of the
prediction derived from that case.
Assessing the precision of the information obtained from a case hsk; rki can
be accomplished by quantifying the ‘‘amount of uncertainty’’ related to the
prediction BelkH ; s0 in (18). To this end, one can make use of (generalized)
uncertainty measures which have been proposed for belief functions
[20,44,53,63]. For a mass distribution m, the following measure defines a rea-
sonable generalization of the non-specificity of a set [34,35]:
Im 
X
A2A
mA log2jAj;
where A denotes the set of focal elements of m. Thus, a counterpart to (23)
which is based on the precision of individual estimations can be obtained by
letting
ak  InfmkH ; s0Pn
ı1 InfmıH ; s0
; 24
where mkH ; s0 denotes the mass distribution associated with BelkH ; s0 and
Inf is a specificity measure which is normalized and inversely related to I.
When making use of a local M-hypothesis, (24) becomes
ak  InfmkH
sk ; s0Pn
ı1 InfmıH sı ; s0
:
Of course, the precision Im of mass distributions over R is in general strongly
correlated with the precision of the underlying probability measures Hx from
which the mass distributions are derived. The precision of a probability mea-
sure l  Hx can be defined, e.g., in terms of the Shannon entropy [50]:
Il  ÿ
X
y2DR
ly log2ly: 25
One might therefore think of replacing (24) by
ak  InfHrSs0; skPn
ı1 InfHrSs0; sı
; 26
where Inf is again normalized and inversely related to I as defined in (25).
Interestingly enough, (25) can also be seen as a measure of the correctness of
a prediction. In fact, it is readily shown that IHrSs0; sk corresponds to the
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expected (in)correctness of the prediction PlkH ; s0 if the correctness of this
prediction is defined as log2PlkH ; s0fus0g, i.e., as the logarithm of the
degree of plausibility assigned to the true outcome us0.
As can be seen, the weighting of a case according to our two criteria, the
precision and the (expected) correctness of its prediction, will point in the same
direction. Quite often, precision is not only correlated (positively) with cor-
rectness, but also with similarity. This observation, which provides a justifi-
cation for the heuristic approach (23), is easily understood by considering two
extreme cases: If the similarity x  rSs; s0 is close to 1, one does expect a large
probability for large values y  rRus;us0 and a small probability for
small values y. The corresponding probability distribution Hx will hence have
a small entropy. This is to be contrasted with a similarity x close to 0, which
will hardly allow for making accurate predictions about related similarity de-
grees y and outcomes r. The associated probability distribution might have a
stronger tendency toward a uniform distribution 27 and, therefore, will have a
larger entropy. Even though rather plausible, the situation will not always be
like this, of course. In fact, it is not dicult to construct a counterexample.
Anyway, in our example (cf. Table 1) the entropy of the distribution Hx is
indeed a decreasing function of x which is very accurately approximated by the
mapping x 7! 1:39ÿ 0:38x (when leaving the special case x  1 out of account).
4.3. Assessment of individual cases
A weight ak in (23) or (26) does not depend on the case hsk; rki itself, but only
on the similarity between s0 and sk. Even though Section 4.2 has given a
(heuristic) justification of the similarity-based determination of weights, these
criteria do actually not take the ‘‘prediction performance’’ of an individual case
into account. In fact, an observation hsk; rki might be rather misleading in the
sense that it provides poor predictions, even if sk is very similar to s0. A simple
(but rather drastic) step in this connection is to classify observations into ac-
ceptable and non-acceptable ones, and to leave the latter out of account. This
idea leads to the elimination of what is called outliers in statistics and noisy
instances in instance-based learning [3].
As already mentioned above, the correctness of a prediction Belk does not
necessarily require that rk is close to r0. Rather, it assumes that the similarity
y  rRr0; rk is accurately specified. Now, recall that the probability measure
correctly adapted to the case hsk; rki is given by HskR rSs0; sk, where H skR is the
local measure associated with sk (cf. Definition 4). Consequently, the prediction
Belk might be misleading if SBI proceeds from the global PSP HR resp. a related
hypothesis H, and the measure HRrSs0; sk deviates considerably from the
27 Depending on the similarity measure, it will generally reflect but the relative frequency of
outcomes.
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local PSP HskR rSs0; sk. In fact, relation (3) reveals that the sk-PSP can be
more or less similar to HR which represents the ‘‘average case’’ (and is intended
to maximize average performance). The more ‘‘typical’’ the situation sk is in
this sense, the better the predictions derived from the case hsk; rki will be.
Example 6. The following table shows the probability distributions HRx and
HsRx for the setup R  R1, x  6=7, and s  2; 8 (cf. Example 2 and Table 1):
Thus, given a new situation s0 directly neighbored to the rather ‘‘untypical’’
situation s, the measure HR16=7 suggests rRus;us0  1 and, hence,
us0  us  1 with a probability of 0:64. However, this probability is ac-
tually 0, as indicated by H sR16=7. In fact, it is highly probable that
rRus;us0  0, which means that us0  0.
If SBI proceeds from a (global) PSP, the above considerations suggest re-
fining the specification of weights ak by estimating the performance of the cases
hsk; rki. The performance measures can be used, e.g., for adapting the weights
which have been determined as a function of similarity. Another possibility is
to leave the (similarity-based) weights as they are, and to discount the infor-
mation provided by a case in accordance with its performance. This can be
accomplished by changing a mass distribution mk into
m0k : A!
1ÿ kkmkA if A 6 R;
1ÿ kkmkA  kk if A  R;

where the discounting factor kk is a decreasing function of the performance of
the case hsk; rki.
There are, of course, dierent approaches to eliciting the performance of a
case. Here, let us only indicate one possibility, namely that of learning the
prediction performance in a sequence of prediction problems by deriving an
estimation of the expected correctnessX
s2S
lSs log2 PlkH ; sfusg  27
associated with a case hsk; rki. 28 To this end, (27) can be approximated by
y 0 1=2 1
HR16=7y 0.022 0.338 0.640
H sR16=7y 0.875 0.125 0
28 This estimation can be seen as a generalization of the classification record in instance-based
learning, i.e., the number of correct and incorrect classification attempts of each saved instance.
Note that the expected correctness depends on the memory M, i.e., it actually assumes M to be
fixed.
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1jTj
XN
ı1
log2 PlkH ; sfusıg ;
whereT  s1; . . . ; sN  is a sequence of observed situations. This approach is in
line with the idea of assessing (human) experts by evaluating their performance
in the elicitation of a set of ‘‘seed’’ variables [9,48].
The above discussion reveals that not all cases support the prediction task to
the same extent. In fact, the probabilistic model of the SBR hypothesis makes
obvious in which sense a case may contradict the similarity-guided extrapo-
lation principle underlying SBR. This way, it can provide the basis of a more
sophisticated assessment of cases, which goes beyond a simple classification
into, say, acceptable and noisy instances. The characterization of cases by
means of their local profiles, for example, might be taken as a point of de-
parture for improving heuristic replacement strategies [1,27,56,60], and for
complementing other criteria for maintaining optimal memories of cases
[37,42,57,58].
Let us make a final remark on a reasonable refinement of the approach
discussed so far: Here, we have only been concerned with rating individual
cases. In Section 3.4 is has however been argued that dierent cases should not
be seen as independent or distinct information sources. As already mentioned
at the beginning of this section, the assignment of weights to cases should
actually take this interdependence into account. One possibility to approach
this problem is to derive individual weights ak in a first step and to modify or
adapt these weights in accordance with the dependency structure afterwards.
The basic idea, then, is to reduce the influence of those cases which are – to
some extent – already represented by other (similar) observations. An alter-
native approach would be an extended Bayesian one in which the information
provided by dierent cases is used for updating a prior belief concerning the
new outcome. 29 In fact, the Bayesian method allows one to handle depen-
dencies between information sources by means of correlation coecients, at
least if expert opinions are specified in terms of probability distributions [39].
In connection with our model, it might hence be interesting to extend this
method to the more general framework of belief functions.
5. Concluding remarks
We have proposed a general framework of similarity-based inference which
combines principles and concepts from instance-based reasoning and reasoning
29 The approach pursued in this section is a direct aggregation closely related to the consensus
method [62]. The direct aggregation of distributions and the Bayesian method are the two basic
approaches to combining probability distributions.
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under uncertainty: Observed cases (instances) are considered as uncertain
pieces of evidence. The information they provide is evaluated against the
background of the heuristic SBR hypothesis, which is formalized by means of a
probabilistic model. A related inference scheme makes use of the available
instance-based evidence in order to predict the outcome of a new situation
(e.g., the solution to a new problem or the class label of a new instance). This
prediction is characterized in the form of a belief (plausibility) function over
the set of possible candidates. A prediction of this kind can support various
performance tasks, such as, e.g., classification, function approximation or
decision making. In the context of case-based reasoning, it can support the
overall process of (case-based) problem solving by providing a (preliminary)
estimation of the suitability of potential solutions.
A probabilistic approach to SBI seems appealing from several perspectives.
In particular, it provides an adequate formalization of the SBR hypothesis,
since it emphasizes the heuristic nature of this assumption. Needless to say,
characterizing the belief in the unknown result by means of an uncertainty
measure is often more appropriate than simply giving a ‘‘point-estimation’’. In
fact, hinting at the credibility of possible solutions, rather than simply pro-
posing one of them, seems indispensible for certain applications of SBR, such
as, e.g., evidential reasoning in medicine [7].
Of course, uncertainty can also be taken into account by other instance-
based or NN methods. The kNN classification rule, for example, can be de-
rived in the context of kernel-based density estimation. The (distance-weighted)
relative frequency of a class label among the k nearest neighbors of a new
instance can then be interpreted as a (posterior) probability of that class. Such
an interpretation, however, assumes a certain probabilistic structure of the
instance space (as do related methods, such as, e.g., random field models [38]).
It does hence not simply apply to complex (non-numeric or high-dimensional)
spaces which are typical of, e.g., case-based reasoning. Our approach evades
this problem by proceeding from the probabilistic structure, not of the instance
space, but rather of the (low-dimensional and numeric) similarity space. Be-
sides, it is not clear how reliable the estimated probabilities in IBL are, espe-
cially since the number of neighbors, k, is generally small. 30
The structure of the similarity space has been formalized by means of a
probabilistic similarity profile. As opposed to the closely related method in [14],
where the SBR hypothesis is used in a more implicit way, we thus proceed from
an explicit model of this heuristic assumption. Actually, our approach can be
seen as a combination of model-based and instance-based reasoning. Corre-
spondingly, our framework involves two kinds of learning: Model-based
learning is realized by adapting the probabilistic similarity hypothesis to the
30 It is possible to construct corresponding confidence intervals, but these are only asymptotically
valid [52].
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application at hand, whereas instance-based learning is realized by editing the
memory of cases.
Let us finally mention the existence of an alternative formalization of SBI
which makes use of possibility theory [18]. Here, a model of the SBR hy-
pothesis is specified by means of linguistic modeling techniques, and the in-
ference process is realized in the form of fuzzy set-based approximate
reasoning. Like the probabilistic method proposed in this paper, the possibi-
listic approach puts emphasis on the heuristic and uncertain nature of simi-
larity-based reasoning. Interestingly enough, the two approaches seem to
complement each other in a reasonable way: The possibilistic approach is
particularly suitable for combining data and domain-specific knowledge. It
appears appropriate if such knowledge is available and can be specified (in a
rule-based form) by means of a human expert. The probabilistic method might
be preferred if observed data represents the primary source of information.
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